ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY FOR
VISION BENEFIT ADMINISTRATION
Industry-leading SaaS platform to drive automation and
bring vision benefit administration into the digital age
Technology is bringing new levels of efficiency to vision benefit administration, helping to reduce costs while
ensuring a better provider and member experience.
SKYGEN USA®’s Enterprise Technology is a flexible, scalable Software as a Service (SaaS) platform that helps
vision benefit administrators design, develop, and launch new products quickly, while reducing costs with
automatic claims processing and streamlined data management. Combined with our Provider Portal, we enable
paperless authorization and claim processing, as well as ordering and fulfillment of vision materials from labs.
The result is an unmatched ability to manage eye care, from routine services to medical eye exams and surgical
procedures.
SKYGEN USA’s Enterprise Technology is comprised of a relational database with more than 40 modules, each
designed for a specific benefit administration process.
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WHY SKYGEN USA
UNIQUE VISION-SPECIFIC FEATURES
• Configurable library of vision codes

• Provider rating tool

• Real-time benefit availability for vision
services and materials

• Provider profiling reports

• Customizable vision authorization guidelines
and requirements

• Self-service data analytics

• Provider data management tools

• Formulary design configuration and price
management

LAB INTEGRATION
SKYGEN USA’s lab integration allows providers to
create material orders and fulfill them using the lab
they want. Our Enterprise System then automatically
displays submitted orders, allowing

REAL-TIME
ACCESS TO VIEW AND EDIT
material order details.

THE

ENTERPRISE
SYSTEM

LAB CHOICE
gives vision providers the ability to select the lab of their choice based on factors such
as quality, availability of materials, order turnaround times, cost and other parameters.
This flexibility helps ensure providers are able to meet member needs while saving
time during the ordering process.

WORLD-CLASS, QUALITY SOFTWARE

OUR ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGY
exceeds industry standards for quality, with an

Error-Free
Rate of

97

%

To learn more about how SKYGEN USA’s Enterprise Technology can
offer substantial benefit cost savings, visit: skygenusa.com/learnmore
to start a conversation with us or request a demo of our Enterprise Technology.

ABOUT SKYGEN USA
SKYGEN USA powers dental and vision connectivity solutions that inspire our clients to move confidently into the future by employing technology that
creates unparalleled efficiencies, streamlines marketplace interactions and drives better healthcare access, value and satisfaction. We help dental, vision
and other specialty benefit payers in both commercial and government markets become the most efficient and effective healthcare organizations in the
country through intelligent SaaS automation, technology-enabled services, marketplace connectivity, and risk management solutions. SKYGEN USA
powers the nation’s largest healthcare insurers with clients operating in over 100 markets, serving over 35 million member lives on our technology
platform, and 10 million member lives through our technology-enabled services.
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